Lexus lx 2013

Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Boston Lexus drivers who choose our
Watertown dealership are treated to a first-class experience from the moment they walk through
our doors. Horsepower calculations based on trim engine configuration. Please confirm the
accuracy of the included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. Please visit our web site at
To set up an appointment for a test drive, feel free to contact our sales team at Vehicle sold with
1 month or mile power train warranty. The Lexus LX offers a fair amount of utility thanks to its
advanced features and unique styling. It's also quite sporty, and injects an ample amount of
handling chutzpah into the ridin'-high body of a family-friendly SUV. Well-known by many, the
LX has become a household name in the realm of quality and prestige. When Lexus created this
vehicle with 4 wheel drive, they immediately enhanced the performance ability. Easily switch
between two and four wheel drive to take advantage of the improved traction. More information
about the Lexus LX The LX combines luxury and off-roading prowess with the ability to carry
eight passengers. It is a big, powerful vehicle aiming to compete with the cream of the SUV
crop. Lexus has set its sights on Range Rover and Porsche; offering up comparable levels of
luxury, with considerably more seating capacity for occupants. The LX can take a lot of people
almost anywhere in total comfort and look good doing it on the way. Interesting features of this
model are powerful, luxurious, Spacious, and impressive capability. It is equipped with a 6
Speed Automatic transmission. The vehicle is Black with a Other Leather interior. It is offered
As-Is, extended warranty is available. Good credit, or bad credit, we are able to offer rates as
low as 3. Come to the Sherman Oaks region and consult with us about selling your car. Our low
overhead allows us to offer you more money. If you are in need of returning a lease, come to our
dealership and we may even be able to buy out your lease return and save you penalty fees,
especially if you are over your mileage limit or have a minor damage on your car! Call or visit
our Pre-owned Car Dealership today! See carmax. At CarMax, finding the right car is easy. You
can shop online, get pre-approved for financing, and receive a trade-in offer all from the comfort
of home. See store for details. Some fees are location specific and may change if you transfer
this vehicle to a different CarMax store. Certain vehicles may have unrepaired safety recalls.
Check nhtsa. Inventory shown here is updated every 24 hours. Fueled by a 5. This Four Wheel
Drive powerhouse rewards you with up to 18mpg on the open road as well as the capability and
confidence to go where most would never venture with impressive adaptive suspension.
Whether pounding snowdrifts into submission to get to your favorite ski slope or breezing
through the carpool lane, you'll be right at home in our LX The commanding exterior is accented
by 20" wheels and xenon headlamps. Once inside the spacious Luxury trimmed cabin that
comfortably seats 8, you'll be met with refinement and convenient state-of-the-art technology
with a color LCD touchscreen placed at the top of the center stack. Bluetooth phone and audio
and a 9 speaker sound system with available satellite and HD radio keep you connected and
entertained while Enform is much like having your own concierge available at the touch of a
button. Sit back and relax in leather heated and ventilated front and second-row seats and enjoy
the ride. Of course, safety is of the utmost importance and you can rest assured that Lexus
engineers had you in mind when meticulously designing anti-lock brakes, traction and stability
control, numerous airbags and Lexus Safety Connect emergency communications. This LX is
ready to rock even when the roads get rough. The time has come for you to experience a
full-size luxury SUV that performs brilliantly in all conditions. Print this page and call us Now
This is my daily driver so mileage will go up. Please call for an appointment to make sure I am
here with the truck. I just installed the wheels and tires less than 1, miles ago. Call Jim for more
details at or come by Elmore Rd. All cars are pre-owned and sold 'As Is' and are available for a
pre-purchase inspection. Financing is available at full list price W A C. Financing and rate
subject to lenders terms. Errors and Omissions Disclaimer: Our dealership is not responsible
for voided factory warranties. Dealer is not responsible for any option listed in the ad. Please
verify the options at the time of purchase. Ads are placed by decoding VIN numbers and some
options may get automatically selected. No intention of misleading the customer. We do
trade-Ins, provide financing and offer extended vehicle warranties on most vehicles. Recent
Arrival! LX trim. Others know us for the integrity of our pre-owned car collection, Porsche parts,
service and repairs. In short, Porsche Monterey is a comprehensive Porsche and pre-owned car
center. Anything you could want that relates to either new Porsche models or CPO cars - from a
simple answer to a repair - you can find here, under one roof. That's our story. We hope to have
the opportunity to learn yours soon. Our Mercedes-Benz dealership near Wellesley, MA, grants
our customers access to an enticing rewards program, state-of-the-art facilities and Smart
Pricing, and our focus on customer-friendly processes keeps New England drivers coming back
to us time and time again. The prices shown above, may vary as will incentives, and are subject
to change. Call or email for complete vehicle specific information. Vehicle availability subject to
prior sale. It is offered with a full factory warranty. COM -. Popular searches. My notifications My

Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby.
Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Engine Details
Transmission Automatic Engine Type Gas Drivetrain Four Wheel Drive Cylinders 8 cylinders
Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops.
No accidents. Check Availability. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of listings. Overall Consumer
Rating. If you want a Land Cruiser this is a better option. If you buy slighly used you can get a
deep discount. I have driven and know the Merc is super solid and reliable, not sure it is as nice
unless you compare to the G wagon or maybe AMG packages. I bought the LX for my wife and I
want to get one for myself because it is bad to the bone. I towed my 7, lb boat on a mi trip just to
see how it would do and while I probably didn't look as cool as the guy is his F I can guarantee I
was more comfortable as the LX was an absolute beast. If fuel economy is concern and you
drive in town a bunch you shouldn't buy. Mine gets 20 mpg at 75 mph. Read more. Read less.
Sign Up. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Trim Select Trim. Drivetrain Four
Wheel Drive. Engine Order Code NA. Fuel System Electronic Fuel Injection. Maximum
Horsepower RPM Maximum Torque RPM Cooling System Capacity quarts NA. Engine Oil Cooler
NA. Transmission Order Code NA. Transmission Description Automatic. Number of
Transmission Speeds 6. First Gear Ratio :1 3. Second Gear Ratio :1 1. Third Gear Ratio :1 1.
Fourth Gear Ratio :1 1. Fifth Gear Ratio :1 0. Sixth Gear Ratio :1 0. Reverse Ratio :1 3. Transfer
Case Model NA. Transfer Case Gear Ratio, high :1 1. Transfer Case Gear Ratio, low :1 2. Clutch
Size NA. Fuel Economy and Range. Fuel Tank. Exterior Dimensions. Wheelbase inches Length
inches Width, without mirrors inches Height inches Front Track Width inches Rear Track Width
inches Minimum Ground Clearance inches 8. Liftover Height inches NA. Body Length 0. Ground
Clearance, Front NA. Interior Dimensions. Front Head Room inches Front Leg Room inches
Front Shoulder Room inches Front Hip Room inches Second Row Head Room inches Second
Row Leg Room inches Second Row Shoulder Room inches Second Row Hip Room inches Third
Row Head Room inches Third Row Leg Room inches Third Row Shoulder Room inches Third
Row Hip Room inches Cargo Area Dimensions. Cargo Bed Height inches NA. Steering Ratio :1
NA. Front Suspension Type Double-Wishbone. Rear Suspension Type Four-Link. Brake Type
Pwr. Anti-Lock-Braking System 4-Wheel. Front Brake Rotors, diameter x thickness inches Rear
Brake Rotors, diameter x thickness inches Rear Drums, diameter x width inches NA. Wheels
and Tires. Front Wheel Size inches 20 x 8. Front Wheel Material Aluminum. Rear Wheel Size
inches 20 x 8. Rear Wheel Material Aluminum. Spare Wheel Size inches 20 x 8. Spare Wheel
Material Aluminum. Maximum Towing Capacity pounds NA. Maximum Trailer Weight, dead
weight hitch pounds Maximum Tongue Weight, dead weight hitch pounds Maximum Trailer
Weight, weight distributing hitch pounds Maximum Tongue Weight, weight distributing hitch
pounds Weight Information. Base Curb Weight pounds NA. Total Option Weight pounds 0.
Maximum Payload Capacity pounds As Spec'd Payload Capacity pounds Gross Vehicle Weight
Rating pounds Curb Weight Payload Weight Front NA. Maximum Alternator Capacity amps NA.
Limited slip locking Torsen center differential -inc: manual locking center differential.
Independent double wishbone front suspension -inc: electronically controlled shock absorbers,
stabilizer bar. Rear 4-Link coil spring lateral rod-type suspension -inc: electronically controlled
shock absorbers, stabilizer bar. Electrochromic pwr folding heated mirrors -inc: auto-reverse
tilt-down, mirror memory, turn signals, puddle lamps. Variable intermittent rain-sensing wipers
-inc: mist, de-icer. Leather seat trim. Dual-compartment center console -inc: accessory pwr
outlet, dual cup holders, sliding armrest. Electroluminescent instrumentation -inc: ECO driving
indicator, twin trip meters, outside temp display, digital clock, trip computer. Color TFT
multi-information display -inc: digital speed, turn-by-turn navigation display, multi-terrain select
mode, steering wheel angle. Retained accessory pwr -inc: windows, moonroof, audio system.
Electrochromic rearview mirror -inc: HomeLink universal transceiver. Lighting -inc: door
courtesy, glove box, dome, front map, rear cargo area, front interior "lounge" illumination. Dual
stage front advanced airbag system SRS -inc: passenger occupant sensor. Safety connect -inc:
automatic collision notification, stolen vehicle location, emergency assistance button SOS ,
enhanced roadside assistance connectivity. Emergency locking retractor ELR for all seating
positions. Child restraint seats CRS -inc: tether anchor brackets for 2nd row outboard seats.
Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. Its successor, the LX , premiered in and was
manufactured until The LX name stands for "Luxury Crossover". The second and third
generations had a V8 engine powertrain, a welded steel body-shell combined with full-size steel
ladder frame body-on-frame construction , and seats for eight passengers LX and LX Rapidly
developed in the mids as a result of threatening US trade sanctions on Japanese luxury cars,
the LX started production in November [4] and was released to the US in January as a model;
Canada received the LX from Differences lay in a restyled, more luxurious interior and softer
suspension settings. The first LX rolled off the production line in December The LX was

powered by a 4. Both front and rear axles were solid. Externally, the LX was identical to the J80
series Land Cruiser, with the exception of the grille, side body cladding, and wheels. Amenities
included leather seats and seating for seven passengers in three rows, [5] the third row
accessed by tilting the second row bench seat forward. The third row could be folded to the
side and the second row folded down for further space. At its launch it sold out its initial
production allocation, resulting in a two-month wait list, surpassing initial expectations which
had called for 4, units that year. The LX was produced as a rebadged model in contrast with
other Lexus efforts which were independently or divergently developed from Toyota vehicles ,
giving a model that was exempt from the tariff. The LX replaced the Land Cruiser in the
Canadian market starting after , reducing internal competition big expensive SUVs have
traditionally faced a difficult market in Canada and avoiding the issue of selling a rebadged
model except for GM, Ford and Chrysler, rebadged models in Canada have not met with
success. Power and Associates ' Initial Quality Survey, with the lowest number of problems
during the first three months of ownership. The final design by Hiroya Kitazumi was approved in
, with updates by Kitazumi approved in and It shared the floor pan and most body panels with
the equivalent Land Cruiser, and differed in its front appearance and had a more luxurious
interior. Exterior design differences included a quad-headlamp forward fascia with larger grille
and different wheels. It was powered by a LEV-certified 4. The front gained independent
suspension , and the optional electronic locking front and rear differentials were dropped â€”
although the rear locking differential was still available in Canada in â€” The AHC could raise
the vehicle for off-roading and return to a normal driving height reducing the center of gravity
and wind resistance. The lowest setting for when the vehicle was stopped allowed for easier
entry, exit and loading. AVS alters shock absorber firmness in under 2. The AVS system used a
switch for the driver's preferences including "normal", "comfort" and "sport" modes. Nakamichi
stereo with in-dash six-disc CD changer was optional from , and became standard in A
DVD-based navigation system was offered starting in with the brand new standard Mark and
Levinson sound system. The navigation system would become standard from During for the
model year, Lexus introduced minor tweaks to the exterior, a 5 speed transmission [ citation
needed ] including larger standard inch wheels, a new front bumper, etc. The interior was
substantially overhauled, adopting the corresponding updates to the Land Cruiser's interior,
and with Bluetooth and a backup camera now available. In the US, both were optional with the
camera coupled with the navigation system, due to the shared screen. Lexus added front row
side torso airbags and side curtain airbags , electronic brakeforce distribution and rain-sensing
windshield wipers as standard. Night View infrared camera safety system was offered as an
option in , the world's first active automotive night vision system, projecting information on the
windshield using a head-up display ; the driver could vary brightness using a dimmer knob. By
changing the ratio on the highway, minor adjustments made by the driver would not create
excessive vehicular movement. During , for the final model year, , Lexus produced "Limited
Edition" LX s with Black Onyx paint, stone leather interior, and specialized badging and scuff
plates. It was a complete redesign, and the first version to be debuted before its expected Land
Cruiser counterpart. The engine is tied to a six-speed sequential-shift automatic transmission
with an all-new 4WD system which uses a Torsen center differential. The final design was
approved in , with testing being conducted into early on development prototypes and late on
pre-production models. It loses the plastic lower body side cladding leaving the paint exposed.
A third of the frame's body mass is made from high-tensile steel, along with the entire B-pillar ,
and all three crossmembers are hydroformed steel. Like the Toyota Tundra the tow hitch is
integrated into the frame. The LX platform has logged , test kilometers through subtropical
forests, the Australian Outback and American deserts. The front suspension's air bag spring
rates are variable, but not continuously like a fully active suspension arrangement. The AVS
provides more immediate damper firmness adjustments that are diagonally cross-linked
through a mechanical system using hydraulic fluid, similar to the 4Runner 's X-REAS system.
Other performance features include a Crawl Control more advanced version of Downhill Assist
Control system that negotiates off-road obstacles in both forward and reverse at low speeds by
automatically providing throttle and braking inputs for less experienced off-road drivers: an
interior lever allows the driver to reduce speed. A multi-terrain anti-lock braking system gives
shorter stopping distances on surfaces such as sand or gravel. Lexus' keyless SmartAccess
with an ultra-thin "smart card" key is standard with 10 airbags including knee airbags for driver
and front passenger and second row side torso airbags, and the Adaptive Front-lighting System
AFS is standard, while the Pre-Collision System PCS and Dynamic Radar Cruise Control
systems are options. A new Wide-view Front and Side Monitor system uses a camera mounted
on the grille giving a degree view in front and a camera mounted on the passenger side of the
side mirror helps eliminate blind spots at low speeds useful in parking lots or off-road

adventures. Night View was discontinued. In , the LX received J. Power's top score in its Initial
Quality Study. In for the model year, Lexus introduced a mild facelift with a new front bumper,
and for sports models a stick-on bodykit on the front and rear bumpers. The new front bumper
gave the effect of the new Lexus "spindle" grille without redesigning any of the major bodywork
components. This was the first year to have the heated steering wheel option. A more
substantial facelift arrived in for the model year, characterized by a new grille, bumpers,
headlamps, tail lamps lenses and miscellaneous trim changes such as new wheel designs.
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Toyota Motor Corporation. Retrieved
Australia: Lexus. Archived from the original on The New York Times. Lexus: The Relentless
Pursuit , p. Power and Associates Initial Quality Study". Truck Trend. Power and Associates.
The Car Connection. US: cars. Australia: CarAdvice. Toyota USA. Lexus , a division of Toyota
Motor Corporation , vehicle production timeline. LC RC. GX LX. Categories : Toyota Land
Cruiser Lexus vehicles Cars introduced in s cars s cars s cars Full-size sport utility vehicles
Luxury sport utility vehicles All-wheel-drive vehicles Flagship vehicles. Hidden categories:
Articles with short description Short description is different from Wikidata Articles containing
Japanese-language text All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced
statements from July Commons category link from Wikidata Official website not in Wikidata.
Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal
Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Lexus
LX J Lexus Toyota. Full-size luxury SUV. Front engine , four-wheel drive. First-facelift Lexus LX
Toyota Land Cruiser J Hong Kong only [27]. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Lexus
LX. Hatchbacks CT. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Very
poor communication. They put me through so much work. They collected so much of my
personal information and then sold the car to someone else. I am highly dissatisfied! Dealer
experience was poor. We called about an MKZ Lincoln and made an appointment to drive down
to see it and when we arrived we were told it was sold. At the very least we should have been
informed prior to our trip to the dealership. They contacted us numerous times the day before
and the morning of our scheduled appointment and not once was it mentioned that the vehicle
had been sold. This was my first time buying a car and naturally I was nervous. Both Angel and
George made it an easy and fun experience. Van Horn answered all of my questions. They were
very respectful of my communication preferences, the price I was looking for, and features I
needed. A few days later we were going to drive 4 hours to purchase, I called to make appt.
They went back on their offer they promised. Dishonest dealership!! Good communication,
unfortunately the vehicle was sold before I could buy it. I would purchase a vehicle from this
merchant in the future if a vehicle I was interested in were available. My inquiry was promptly
returned. I visited the lot and the experience was pleasant. Still a good experience though. Lori
was awesome!! She called me immediately after I put in my information. She was very helpful
and we definitely will be going to her again. I was very impressed with the entire dealership. I
worked with Bertha Gurule and she was so helpful. Unfortunately I was looking for someone
else twho changed their mind about buying a RAV4. Love Perfection Honda. Worked with
Christian, he was a great salesperson, easy to work with, just went with a car that matched my
needs slightly better. Car price was out of reach. I'm looking forward to going there when they
have a car I can afford. Did not go to look at it. It's difficult to effectively review a dealer I haven't
gone to. The salesman I worked with was awesome! Unfortunately, things didn't work out like I
hoped. Andrew Sorenson was great to work with. Was contacted by sales via email. Followed
up with test drive at dealer. Nice truck but decided to keep looking for a similar truck with long
bed. Great experience! Chris, our salesman, is a class A guy. He really knows his stuff and goes
the extra mile to make sure you are satisfied. And Majid in finance made everything seamless. I
would highly recommend Carweb! I was contacted within a few days of my request. The man
who contacted me via email was polite and requested information to assist me. Great customer
service and overall very happy with the experience at this dealership. I received a phone call the
same day of my inquiry. The representative was very courteous, helpful and professional, but
not pushy. If I could give more stars I would have. Very professional and quick to respond, Jun
went above and beyond to help me out. Superb customer support from everyone here. This is
what all dealership should aspire to be like. The dealer emailed 1 sentence. It was not very
informative at all, and also rather disinterested in me as a customer. Instead of rolling out a
version, Lexus held back a year to get ahead a year with the LX â€”if that makes any sense. The
second-generation LX wasn't due until , yet here it is for , without a version to precede it, even
though this is more like the style refresh anticipated for , since it debuted at the auto shows.
Selling just shy of 4, models in probably slowed things down a bit, but the more likely culprits
are the vast improvements to the driving dynamics of this 8-person luxury utility vehicle. If you
thought the LX was miraculously capable before, just wait 'til you experience the tightened

low-speed turning radius and new additions like Crawl Control and selectable active suspension
modes tailored to varying degrees of on-road comfort and off-road prowess. While some of that
isn't especially new to fans of the LX, the new automated Easy Access amenities are sure to
impress. That "old" Active Height Suspension learns a new trick for , lowering this behemoth for
a shorter step up while retracting the steering wheel and driver's seat until you start the engine,
returning the steering and seat to their upright and normal positions for take-off, and retracting
again shortly after landing in a parking spot and turning off the engine without even so much
effort as an overhead announcement requires. Lexus also endowed the LX with its second
installment of the company's Enform 2. A household-standard volt outlet now waits in the
center row to charge whatever the cellular du'jour providing all that internet connectivity
happens to be, so you can rest squarely in those improved-cooling front seats and move the
world with just your lips and fingertips. Aside from function, Lexus also freshened the style in
this year's slightly taller and wider edition, adding several stainless-steel accents to the exterior
to go along with the new grille, wheel design and metal-accented lamps, sporting turn signals in
the side views and new grey and tan paint variants. Inside the cabin is a new tan leather
treatmentâ€”dubbed Parchment instead of the 's Cashmereâ€”and several real mahogany and
dark chrome accents. A new color multi-information display nests nicely in the artfully
re-arranged dash to round out an impressively improved flagship for the Lexus lineup. Nothing
at all changed about the engine, fuel economy or safety standards, so the LX is still a V8
powerhouse with 7, pounds of towing know-how and almost all of those lb-ft of peak torque
available at just 2, rpm. The few drivers who stopped joy-riding long enough to leave a review
are ecstatic, and since the customer is always right, it looks like Lexus hit the nail on the head
with this remake. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Lexus LX listings in your area Search Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User.
Authorized Lexus Dealer. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? After a skipped model year, the
Lexus LX returns with an ever more luxurious interior, some new tech gadgetry, and a front end
brought into line with the rest of the latest Lexus lineup. It remains an SUV in the classic mold in
that's it's a body-on-frame vehicle, designed first for off-road capability, second for passenger
comfort, lastly for fuel economy. Whether your needs line up with its safari-chic ethic or not, it's
worth noting some minor changes for the model year. The LX was last seen in the model year
with a 5. The hp engine and its six-speed automatic and four-wheel drive are shared with the
Toyota Land Cruiser, along with its frame construction, which means a high degree of rugged
performance. It performs in a straight line well enough, with able passing power and
acceleration, but the LX's size and weight are never far out of mind when a corner comes up. It's
not maneuverable, feels overwhelming on city streets, and has plenty of body roll to discourage
brisk driving. It's more usable for the kind of weekend activity that encouraged the SUV craze in
the s in the first place. Towing is rated at pounds, and though Lexus doesn't offer any specific
off-road packages, the LX does have high ground clearance, and an available height-adjustable
suspension that lifts or lowers the vehicle 2 inches, to pass over obstacles--or better yet, to help
entry and exit. Crawl Control also helps in low-speed maneuvers over boulder-strewn paths or
scree-strewn hillsides. Packaging is one of the LX 's downfalls as a passenger-carrying device.
The seating suggests room for seven, but it can feel quite cramped when more than four adults
try to clamber inside the cabin. The front seats are fine, but sit quite high; the second-row
bench powers to and fro for more leg room, but the seat itself feels flat. While the second rows
fold and flip fully forward to expand cargo space, the third-row seats flip up and rotate to the
sideâ€”allowing, more easily, a flat, continuous load floor for longer cargo items. The
disadvantage to the setup is that the third-row seats can't be completely removed, and they
narrow the cargo space. The LX comes loaded with comfort, convenience, and entertainment
features, and there are even more luxury upgrades available to equip the LX at the level of any
other prestige-level SUV. Bluetooth and a nav system are included, and from features like a
degree camera that can see each way at a blind intersection to power-assist middle-row seats,
there's a lot to love in the everyday-useful feature department. And if that's not enough, optional
extras include a rear-seat entertainment system, radar-adaptive cruise control, and a speaker
Mark Levinson audio system. African Bubinga wood trim, heated and ventilated seats, and

custom wheels are also available. This year, the LX joins the connectivity era with an updated
Enform system that allows mobile-phone versions of Pandora and Facebook to be controlled
through its audio system. It's yet one more of the jarring incongruities of a vehicle that feels out
of touch in the Lexus brand. Massive size and epic proportions give the Lexus LX a look like
nothing else in its brand's lineup. This year, designers have tried to paper over differences by
grafting on a new corporate grille that's cropped up on everything from the LFA supercar to the
ES and GS sedans. It's a catchy hook, but we think, finally, it's met its match here. The
hourglass fangs applied to the LX are a mismatch for the LX's bruising two-box outline. The LX
may sport a more subtle look than the Land Cruiser, but it's no blank canvas. Some grafts do
not take. It gets better inside, where the LX continues its use of high-quality materials in a
luxurious yet functional cabin. The instrument panel is upright yet finely detailed, softly
contoured, and accented with matte-metallics, and the lavish cabin is trimmed with high-end
perforated leather and impressive veneers. It now wears dark-toned metallic trim and mahogany
paneling, twinned with "cashmere" leather. While the Lexus LX receives some styling and
infotainment updates for the model year, the drivetrain's largely been left alone. That means it's
still not quite as deft an off-roader as the Toyota Land Cruiser that shares its running gear, and
not quite as clever a family hauler as the smaller but more spacious Toyota Highlander. A
conflicted performer with lots of exotic electronic hardware, the LX gets its power from a 5. It's
an engine that's also found in the Land Cruiser and in the Toyota Tundra, and in this 6,pound
vehicle, it's a decent performer, though never far removed from its heft. It carries plenty of bulk,
but the engine and its teammate, a six-speed automatic transmission, work well enough
together to produce useful passing power and acceleration. The LX's body-on-frame
construction--which implies off-road expertise and long-term durability--and its four-wheel drive
system tax any ability to deliver remotely carlike responses. The 4WD system uses a Torsen
limited-slip locking center differential to split power , front to rear. That's great for trail-riding,
but the LX doesn't feel maneuverable at all in city driving, and there's not a lot of cornering grip
dialed into its suspension and tire choices. Instead, there's plenty of body motion and roll, and
very little response to be elicited from its steering. The LX rides softly, and there's secondary
heaving after impacts, which can be more fatiguing than controlled choppiness on rough
surfaces. If you're shopping for an LX based on its passenger seating and cargo-carrying
capacity, you may want to investigate further. It's a big ute, for sure, but other SUVs are better
at transporting people than this off-road specialist. The LX 's seating is distinct from a
seven-seat crossover's, and that's both good and bad. The front seats, for example, are
generously sized, and covered in perforated leather. They're soft to the touch, but supportive.
Getting into them may take a try or two: the LX requires a tremendous step up into the cabin,
since its ride height is engineered to overcome off-road obstacles. It does offer optional
ride-height control that can lower it about 2 inches for easier entry and exit. It also has added
"Easy Access" features for that include automatic retraction for the power-telescoping steering
wheel, and automatic pushback for the driver seat, for more entry and exit space. The
second-row seat also has power assists to make the most of its high-riding bench seat. The
three-person bench has a power-sliding function that moves it on a 3. The second row seats are
considerably more adult-sizedâ€”although a little flat. The second row seat is specially
engineered to make tumbling it forward easy for anyone. As is typical, the power-folding
third-row seat is hard to get to, and it's quite cramped. The disadvantage to the setup is that the
third-row seats can't be completely removed, which narrows that available cargo space. The
split rear tailgate features a power upper door, while the bottom section raises and lowers with
minimal effort. The LX cabin remains tight and quiet, with low levels of road and wind noise,
though the bellowing engine isn't hushed up to Lexus levels of refinement and can be heard
even when cruising in some situations. No key safety features are skipped in the LX 's standard
equipment list, from a total of ten airbags, to stability control with off-roading modes, to active
head restraints. A rearview camera is included in every model; an optional degree front-end
camera helps relieve some of the anxiety caused by the LX's tall, very flat front end. As before,
Lexus' Enform connectivity system with Bluetooth is standard, and now connects mobile apps
to the SUV's audio system for what is claimed to be safer operation on the go. Safety Connect is
also standard: it includes emergency notification services, and comes with a free year of
service. Loaded with convenience and luxury features like every other Lexus, LX sport-utility
vehicles gain more connectivity for the model year, though they're missing one major update
applied across the rest of the lineup. The Remote Touch mouse-like controller that runs
infotainment in nearly every other Lexus doesn't make the cut in the LX , but mobile apps do.
Now, through Lexus' Enform connectivity suite, mobile phones and apps like Pandora and
Stitcher can be operated through the LX 's LCD touchscreen, or by voice commands. Those
dual functions are enabled by standard navigation and Bluetooth with audio streaming. The LX

also has standard four-zone climate control; satellite radio; and a power-assisted middle-row
bench seat. If that's not enough, optional extras include a degree front camera to assist with the
LX's sheer bulk; radar-adaptive cruise control; and a speaker Mark Levinson audio system. A
Luxury Package also adds on semi-aniline leather upholstery; a heated steering wheel; heated
and ventilated front seats; heated second-row seats; and Smart Access keyless entry with
pushbutton start. Lastly, a new dual-screen entertainment system for the back two rows offers
wireless headphones and dual sourcing--which means users can run both a gaming console
and a DVD player on the system at the same time, for example. That doesn't make its
coexistence with the Toyota Prius and Lexus CT h any easier, though at least Toyota can
reasonably argue that it covers every niche in the market. With the LX, it covers the rock bottom
of the SUV market, in terms of fuel economy, undercut only by a handful of supercars and
ultra-high-performance SUV derivatives. That puts it near the top of the EPA's Carbon Footprint
scale, andâ€”based on our assumption that the majority of energy used during a vehicle's
service life will be used through the tailpipeâ€”makes it one of the least green choices you
could make, of any vehicle sold in the U. Subaru Tesla Toyota Volkswagen Volvo. Research By
Category Body Style. Start a Loan Request Form Today! Used Cars. By Make. RX UX. New By
Year. Used By Year. Reviews Specs Photos Inventory. Likes Brawny powertrain Simple but
luxurious instrument panel High-quality materials Real towing capability. Dislikes
Pitching-and-heaving ride Clumsy handling Dismal fuel economy Third-row seating can't be
removed. Buying tip The LX 's third-row seats fold in an unusual way. If you carry a lot of cargo
frequently, make sure the arrangement works for you. Review continues below. The one serious
issue with the LX 's safety remains outward visibility; because of its high stance and rear
roofline, you might get a good view out ahead but spotting vehicles just to the side or behind,
for parking or lane changes, can be challenging. Large mirrors, front and rear obstacle sensors,
and those front and rearview cameras help offset the loss. Used Lexus LX for sale near change
location. Continue Reading. Rate and Review your car for The Car Connection! Tell us your own
ratings for a vehicle you own. Rate your car on Performance, Safety, Features and more. Rating
breakdown on a scale of 1 to 10? Compare the Lexus LX against the competition. Used Cadillac
Escalade cars. All Rights Reserved. Stock photography by izmo, Inc. Read our Cookie Policy.
The Lexus LX probably needs to see a much larger revision, but overall, it brings the Lexus
luxury to a large SUV with plenty of power in the engine. The poor fuel economy and large size
may be a drawback, but the relatively comfort and excellent offroad ability make it an excellent
vehicle. The LX gets an updated front end that includes a spindle-shaped grille, LED daytime
running lights, new bumper, and larger foglamps. Rearview mirrors get turn signal indicators.
Changes to the interior include the addition of a volt outlet in the middle row, chrome accents
on the dash, and an ""Easy Access"" system that slides the seat back and moves the steering
wheel out of the way when the car is turned off. Sharing the body structure and design, it looks
a lot like the Toyota Land Cruiser with some facelifts for better quality. The only trim available
comes standard with inch painted alloy wheels, adaptive and automatic xenon headlights, and a
power liftgate. Also standard on the exterior is a sun roof and running boards for easy access.
Color options include six paint jobs, all of which are rather conservative. This includes nobel
spinel mica, a dark red color that stands out for these luxury vehicles. The height measures The
width is Also standard is a roof rack for cargo and intermittent rear wiper for ease of visibility.
The LX 70 also comes with privacy glass and a rear spoiler. Exterior options include a paint job
protection film that will greatly extend the life of the paint. The windshield wipers come with
rain-sensing technology and start automatically. Overall, the exterior is attractive, but the bulky
size makes it impractical. The Lexus LX seats up to eight people. Seats are comfortable and
feature either leather or premium leather upholstery. The choices also include black leather or
parchment colored leathered for the interiors. The front row includes a way powered driver's
seat, eight-way powered passenger seat, and multi-level heating for both. With all seats in place,
cargo area is The interior of the Lexus LX comes standard with memorization system that
memorizes settings for up to three different drivers. Windows, locks, and mirrors are all
powered, and the Lexus LX a rearview camera, audio and cruise controls on the steering wheel,
and a trip computer. Interior air filtration and four-zone climate control makes the ride extremely
comfortable for all aboard, and the leather and wood trimming throughout the cabin is
extremely attractive and high-quality materials. Optionally, a dual-screen DVD entertainment
system can be added for the rear seats. Also available is wireless headphone integration and a
premium Mark Levinson audio system. Additional safety and technological additions can be
added by subscribing to the enform telecommunication services. This includes roadside
assistance, destination download, and more. Overall, the interior of the Lexus LX provides all
the comforts expected from a Lexus. If it weren't for cramped back seats, it would be difficult to
pass up in this class. The Lexus LX comes standard with all the safety features expected from

Lexus. This includes anti-lock brakes, four-wheel drive, and traction and stability controls. In
addition, airbags include font side airbags, side curtain airbags, and a driver's knee airbag. The
Lexus Safety Connect emergency communication service comes with automatic collision
notification, emergency assist button, and a stolen vehicle tracking device. A pre-collision
system comes with the optional adaptive cruise control. This pre-collision system helps make
for faster stops during panic braking, which greatly decreases the chance of a serious injury.
Braking assist technology is also standard, and the overall braking power is above average for
its class. For additional safety, the LX also includes an anti-theft alarm system, turn signal
mirrors for easy visibility, whiplash protection system in the headrests, and a tire pressure
monitoring system that keeps the driver informed of tire inflation. The headlights are
self-leveling, dusk-sensing, and run during the daytime. Additional, the headlights include
high-pressure washers and remain on for a delayed amount of time after turning off the engine.
Also standard is a glass breakage signal, intuitive park assist with front and side monitoring
system, and fog lights. With the enform communications technology, the LX also receives
emergency service, stolen vehicle tracking, and airbag deployment notification. Unfortunately,
the Lexus LX has not received any crash testing. Regardless, the bulky size and build and long
list of safety features make the LX a very safe vehicle. The Lexus LX comes equipped with a 5. A
four-wheel drive, six-speed, automatic transmission is standard as well. This powerful engine
can accelerate the LX from zero to 60 in as little as 7. Where the Lexus LX excels is towing and
versatility. Its all-wheel drive system does an excellent job dealing with rough terrain, and on
the pavement, it is extremely smooth and quiet in the cabin. Overall, the LX sucks down the gas,
but it performs extremely well. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Other years: Fair Market
Price:? The actual transaction price depends on many variables from dealer inventory to
bargaining skills, so this figure is an approximation. See All Specs. Lexus LX Expert Review
motortrendauthor. Expand All Sum Up. All Model Years Reliability indicates how models have
performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting how the vehicles will hold up in the
year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive reliability information available to
consumers. Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey, our reliability
history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble
spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical
system. Consumer Reports obtains its reliability data from a questionnaire that is sent to
subscribers. In the questionnaire, we ask subscribers to note any problems with their cars that
occurred in the past 12 months. They are asked to identify problems that they considered
serious because of cost, failure, safety, or downtime. A typical model has about to samples for
each model year. For some model years, typically those of older or less popular cars, we do not
have a large enough sample size to provide results of statistical confidence. There are several
ways in which a savvy car buyer can still research the quality of a car. Reactivate now to get the
information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please
view our customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a
Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services
at Unlock Ratings. New Used Lexus LX Change Vehicle. The LX uses the strong 5. It has a
comfortable ride and a quiet, nicely appointed cabin. Our tested Land Cruiser got only 14 mpg
overall but was very impressive off-road. Like the Toyota, the LX has an off-road crawl mode
that manages throttle and braking over tough terrain. There are 2 recalls on this vehicle. Learn
More. Overall Reliability. View Recalls. No Detailed Data Available Consumer Reports obtains its
reliability data from a questionnaire that is sent to subscribers. In the event of a crash,
deactivated air bags can increase the risk of injury. Read Recall Details. Over time, the seat belt
tension sensor wire harness may break and deactivate the front passenger air bag, knee air bag,
and passenger seat-mounted side airbag. What should you do:. Toyota will notify owners, and
dealers
caterpillar starter wiring diagram
2002 4runner stereo
parts of a necklace diagram
will modify the front passenger seat belt assembly or replace it with an improved one, as
necessary, free of charge. The recall began February 11, Owners may contact Toyota customer
service at or Lexus customer service at Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details.
An incorrect driver or front passenger air bag may not deploy as intended in the event of a
crash, increasing the risk of injury. These vehicles may be equipped with an incorrect driver or
front passenger air bag. Toyota will notify owners, and dealers will replace the affected air bag
assemblies, free of charge. The recall began September 29, Owners may contact Toyota
customer service at Toyota's number for this recall is H0S. Lexus' number for this recall is HLD.
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